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Fleetwood 2 Barnet 1

FLEETWOOD Town re-
turned to winning ways
and moved back into the
automatic promotion
places with a well-earned
victory over Barnet at
Highbury.

On-loan Blackpool winger Tom
Barkhuizen headed home late on to
notch his first goal for the club and
secure three points.

In only his second start for
Fleetwood, the 19-year-old sent
a simple downward header into
the bottom left-hand corner past
substitute ‘keeper Sam Cowler, in
a game where the home side should
have made their dominance count
against a bottom-of-the-league
Barnet side, who played the major-
ity of the match with 10 men.

Jamie Milligan, making his
first league appearance of the
season, provided the cross for
Barkhuizen after coming on as a
57th-minute substitute for Alex
Marrow, evidence of the impact
he made in terms of his excellent
distribution of the ball. His skill
at set-pieces is another attribute
which Town almost benefited from,
after he crashed a last-minute free-
kick against the underside of the
crossbar.

Town’s equaliser came through
David Ball, scoring his first goal of
the season in his first league start
since Town’s away win over
Burton with a 22nd-minute penalty,
which he himself had won.

Bees ‘keeper Graham Stack was
sent off for the challenge on Ball af-
ter he brought the player crashing
to the ground with no intention of
winning the ball, with the striker
otherwise facing an easy finish into
an open net from close range fol-
lowing a Junior Brown pass.

Ball stepped up to send Stack’s
replacement – and debutant – Sam
Cowler the wrong way as he fired
home into the bottom right-hand
corner.

It has started well for Barnet,
who took the lead inside the open-
ing three minutes after two corners
in quick succession resulted in
their first away goal of the season.

Ricky Holmes made contact with
John Oster’s set-piece and forced
Scott Davies into making a save,
but despite Town’s best efforts the
ball was not cleared and, in the
scramble that ensued, Jake Hyde
struck from close-range to net his
first of the campaign for the Bees.

As Town looked for a quick
response, Ball raced on to an ac-
curate through ball from Brown
after 16 minutes but his attempt to
guide it beyond Stack was thwarted
by the Barnet ‘keeper, who saved

well to collect the ball as Damien
Johnson lurked to his left. Brown
had earlier tested him with a
stinging 25-yard strike which was
well-caught.

After equalising, Town attacked
patiently, but gradually began to
turn up the heat on Barnet, and
should have been in front shortly
before the interval.

Brown did excellently down the
left flank as he surged forward and
held off pressure from Bees captain
Barry Fuller to send a pinpoint
cross into the area.

Jamie McGuire rose to nod home
but his header instead found the
woodwork as it bounced awkward-
ly off the post and Barnet were able
to clear. Full-backs Shaun Beeley

and Dean Howell also managed
efforts on goal, the former cutting
in from the right to fire over after
37 minutes, while the latter’s low
strike was deflected for a corner in
stoppage time.

The home side began to domi-
nate the game early in the second
half with a plethora of chances, as
Howell rippled the outside of the
net with a 25-yard shot, but the best
fell to Brown three minutes after
the restart. McGuire’s long pass
from the centre was latched on to
by Barkhuizen, whose cross found
Town’s joint-top scorer in the box
but the midfielder, despite showing
good control, was unable to find a
way past Cowler from close range.

As well as the impressive Brown,

who forced another save out of
Cowler after twisting and turning
his way through the box, Barkui-
zen found himself heavily involved
with Town’s second-half attacking.

Good play between McGuire and
Johnson in midfield just before
the hour mark provided Ball with
possession as he ventured into the
area, and his angled forward pass
almost found the winger. Minutes
later Barkhuizen’s high central
cross was met by McGuire, who
leapt to challenge Cowler but ended
up on the ground.

Ball and Jon Parkin, who re-
placed McGuire late on, both had
further attempts on goal, while
Barnet saw unsuccessful efforts
from Oliver Lee and Holmes.

In truth, after a brief spell in the
first half, the visitors
rarely threatened and
Town should have won
by more, but coming
from behind to win an
important three points
will no doubt provide
an invaluable boost
of confidence.

Fleet-
wood:
Davies,
Beeley, Howell,
McNulty, Mawene, Brown,
Johnson, McGuire (Parkin,
77), Marrow (Milligan
59), Ball, Barkhuizen
(Gillespie 90); not used:
Maxwell, Fowler,
Nicholson, Eastham
Barnet: Stack,
Fuller (Saville, 45),
Brown, Kamdjo,
Lee, Holmes (Ka-
mara, 81),
Abdullah (Cowl-
er, 25), Hyde,
Stephens,
Oster, Pearce;
not used:
Byrne,
Nurse,
Yiadom,
Lowe

IT was great to return to winning ways
on Saturday against Barnet at High-
bury.

It’s all about the result and I think, al-
though it wasn’t our best performance
- we really didn’t start well - it was a re-
ally good result for us.

The sending off of Barnet goalkeeper
Graham Stack was a bit of luck for us,
even if it’s something I think is a little
unfair. As a goalkeeper it’s a rule I just
don’t understand. To be honest it’s a bit
rubbish.

It’s a double whammy for you, not
only do you give away the penalty, but
you end up losing a man as well.

If he’d have gone in and blatantly
pulled the man down you might say the
sending off was fair enough but, from
what I saw, and I’ve watched it back
on the DVD, he was just going out and
challenging for the ball.

It should either be the case that you
give away a penalty or the man is sent
off - anything else is punishing a side
twice.

I’m sure if that had been a Fleetwood
player on Saturday and not one of the
opposition team, there would have been
a lot of people angry at what happened.

I spoke to the referee after the game
and he agreed with me. But he said that
was the rule and he had to stick to it.

A few weeks ago Dean Howell got
sent off in similar circumstances - for a
handball on the line.

That day I saved the penalty. That
day we didn’t take the double setback

If it’s a blatant handball on the line
or a cynical challenge in the box then I
agree with the level of punishment.

But if you’ve got a goalkeeper going
for a 50:50 ball the officials should be al-
lowed more discretion.

It was great, on Saturday, to see Tom
Barkhuizen get on the score sheet - bag-
ging us the winning goal. Tom’s a local
lad and I think he’s trying to follow in
my footsteps because we both went to
Cardinal Allen High School.

He’s worked hard and had to wait for
his chance but I think it was an out-
standing performance.

Tom looked the most likely to get in
behind Barnet all afternoon and re-
ally deserved his goal, even if the
celebration was a little bit dubious.

It’s fantastic, for me, to see an-
other local lad in the side. At times
it seems so hard for local talent to
break through.

I was at Blackpool until I was
about 16 and most of the lads I was
playing with in the youth setup
then were from places like Mer-
seyside.

There really didn’t seem
much around the Fylde coast
to encourage and develop local

talent.
Things like soccer schools are so
important to develop young talent
and, certainly in my day, while
you saw the big clubs running
sessions, there wasn’t so much
here on the Fylde coast.

It really is something the Fylde
coast needs and a great way to get
kids playing the game

Thankfully now the clubs seem
to be doing a lot more in the com-
munity - both Fleetwood Town
and Blackpool have a big pres-
ence.

Hopefully that is going to pay
off in the long run and bring more
players like Tom and myself into
our Football League sides.
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Red card rule
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a late header to win
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The players and crowd observe a minute’s silence for club chaplain
Len Preston, who died last week

David Ball
is brought
down by
Barnet
keeper
Graham
Stack
for a
penalty,
and
scores
from the
spot, right

On loan striker
Tom Barkhuizen
receives praise
from Town
manager Micky
Mellon
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